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HUMAN FACTORS & SAFETY MANAGEMENT
CONFERENCE. (TRINITY COLLEGE DUBLIN &
KRATIS TRAINING & CONSULTING)

About this Event
Trinity College Dublin and Kratis Training and Consulting presents the 2020 Human Factors &
Safety Management Conference.

The fields of human factors and safety management are constantly evolving. This conference will bring
you up to date with the cutting edge of current research and practice in both fields across different
sectors.
Topics Include:

n Human Factors Training – Current Practice and Future Trends
n Making Uncertainty Work For You – An Interactive Workshop
n Ensuring Regulations Happen
n Learning From Other Industries: Lessons and Challenges
n Managing Risk and Ensuring Accountability
n New Training Techniques and Facilitation Skills

Who This Conference Is For?
Managers, quality personnel, investigators, planners, regulators, auditors, trainers, certifying staff, human
factors practioners and trainers, engineers, technicians, health and safety personnel – anyone whose
decisions and actions inﬂuence the management of risk in an organisation.

Certificate:
n Certificate Attendance issued to all attendees
n The Conference has also been designed to meet your Part 147 HF, SMS Continuation Training Requirements.

Dates, Duration & Cost:
The conference will be held on Thursday 5th and Friday 6th March 2020. A highly interactive two day
conference held at the Trinity College Dublin campus. The cost per person is €650 and includes refreshments
and lunch each day.

Trinity College Dublin /Centre for Innovative Human Systems (CIHS):
As an industry leader in addressing safety, quality, reliability and improvement in organisations we deliver
Human Factors training to aviation, pharmaceutical ,healthcare, emergency services, financial services,
maritime, transport and process industries.
CIHS offers a suite of Human Factors related courses, grounded in cutting edge research, by Senior
Organisational Psychologists with an indepth knowledge of the issues facing personnel in risk critical
industries. CIHS have established tools and methodologies which have been implemented, matured and
refined within a cutting edge research environment. The course was validated and tested through the
research process in its original development, with the aim of developing top quality human factors training.

Kratis Training and Consulting:
The core work of Kratis comprises of Training, Consulting Services and exploitation
of Research Projects and Initiatives which cover a wide range of corporate activities
in diverse business sectors and industry segments.
Considerable expertise is possessed in the areas of Aviation (Regulatory, Airport,
Airline, ATS, Airworthiness etc.) Safety, Human Factors, Project Management,
Emergency Planning and Preparedness.
For futher details you can contact us at email: cihs@tcd.ie or
phone +1 896 4818 / +1 896 8596
w: www.tcd.ie/cihs
Hotel Accommodation:
A limited number of hotel rooms are available at a delegate rate in The Marlin Hotel
Double occupancy €167 bed and breakfast / Single occupancy €155 bed and
breakfast. You may contact the hotel directly to book using reference number
023110/CTCD
Learn more about our courses at Human Factors Training
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